2001 daewoo leganza

Leganza, whose name is derived from a combination of the Italian words "elegante" elegant and
"forza" power , is Daewoo's midsize sedan marketed to would-be buyers of pedestrian Honda
Accords and Toyota Camrys who want a full load of luxury amenities for a cut-rate bargain
price. But powerful? Competing against vehicles commonly equipped with V6 engines, the
Leganza is handicapped in the muscle department by its only powerplant: A 2. Standard
equipment includes a full-size spare tire, power windows and locks, air conditioning and a tilt
steering wheel. Step up to the midlevel SX, and you're rewarded with four-wheel disc antilock
brakes, a CD player, leather seats, cruise control and an automatic transmission, with a
moonroof and inch alloy wheels optionally available. The luxurious CDX gets those last two
items plus a power driver seat, automatic temperature control, fake wood trim and traction
control. British suspension-expert Lotus tuned Leganza's four-wheel independent
underpinnings, but Daewoo obviously wanted a cushy ride, and the Leganza delivers. Weak
tires howl around turns, and the ABS is substandard in refinement and effectiveness. Despite a
"Sport" mode for the automatic transmission, it's best to drive the Leganza less enthusiastically
than you would, say, anything else on the market. We've found the Leganza dissatisfying,
though plenty of owners report that they enjoy their cars immensely. Our specific complaints
include uncomfortable seats, poor quality interior materials, lousy stereo sound quality, a
dearth of engine power, skittish transmission performance, uninspired braking ability and
sloppy steering. We also know that Daewoo, which has filed for bankruptcy protection, is in big
trouble with creditors in Korea, and is desperately searching for another automaker to bail it out
of tremendous debt. What's worse is that suitor Ford Motor Company, after reviewing Daewoo's
internal records, declined an opportunity to purchase the company. Add to this list of woes
substandard crashworthiness as proven by offset crash tests conducted by the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety, and we cannot recommend the Leganza to anyone. Well, anyone
we like. But perhaps the biggest hurdle the Leganza faces is not Daewoo's no-haggle sales
strategy, patchy dealer network, financial trouble at home or poor crash protection, but the
extremely fierce competition in the midsize sedan segment. Available styles include SE 4dr
Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Daewoo Leganza. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Daewoo lease specials Check out Daewoo Leganza lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Questionable resale value, unproven reliability, weak engine, financially unstable
manufacturer. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. Scarlet Mica and Harbor Mist Mica are the new exterior colors.
Outside rearview mirrors get a blue tint and a new audio head unit is added for improved sound
quality. Read more. Write a review See all 22 reviews. I thought it was perfect. I recently bought
the Leganza with miles on it. I could not afford a new car and my options were limited on the
used cars. I saw the Leganza and copmpared to the Cavalier or Focus Ithought it was great. I
test drove it and it felt like a luxury car. I had to have it. At about miles that is when it started
ticking, then at miles the transmission has locked up. The biggest problem now is that Daewoo
will not stand behind the warranty and I have a lifter gone on my engine and a locked
transmission. That is whay they have a built in shift lock release. Oh, and I got horrible ga
mileage. Read less. I have had this car for over 3 years and have nothing but VERY good
remarks for it. I bought it as a left over on the lot from previous year. There are also special
features like the hold and power buttons on the transmission which come in handy for passing
and merging using power and getting out of snow using the hold. It is great on gas mileage, it
still holds between 32 mpg. I have only had to fix normal things like brakes and oil changes. We
use this as our family vehicle and have taken trips with it in the past. I really appreciate the
styling and comfort with this vehicle. It may not have the most power, but it is fuel efficient, and
comfortable to drive. Plus, it has a really sleek look, so I feel more comfortable parking next to
my co-workers "nicer" cars. Love my Leganza. The unique euro styling catches plenty of
attention, the gas mileage is fantastic I choose driving it over my Rendezvous any day. Went
through a minor accident and came out amazingly well. The other car was totaled! The only

negative I've had with this car is the fact that when they stopped producing Daewoo in the U. All
in all, buy this car - it's a steal. See all 22 reviews of the Used Daewoo Leganza. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Leganza. Sign Up. Leganza, whose name is derived from a
combination of the Italian words "elegante" elegant and "forza" power , is Daewoo's midsize
sedan marketed to would-be buyers of pedestrian Honda Accords and Toyota Camrys who want
a full load of luxury amenities for a cut-rate bargain price. But powerful? Competing against
vehicles commonly equipped with V6 engines, the Leganza is handicapped in the muscle
department by its only powerplant: A 2. Standard equipment includes a full-size spare tire,
power windows and locks, air conditioning and a tilt steering wheel. Step up to the midlevel SX,
and you're rewarded with four-wheel disc antilock brakes, a CD player, leather seats, cruise
control and an automatic transmission, with a moonroof and inch alloy wheels optionally
available. The luxurious CDX gets those last two items plus a power driver seat, automatic
temperature control, fake wood trim and traction control. British suspension-expert Lotus tuned
Leganza's four-wheel independent underpinnings, but Daewoo obviously wanted a cushy ride,
and the Leganza delivers. Weak tires howl around turns, and the ABS is substandard in
refinement and effectiveness. Despite a "Sport" mode for the automatic transmission, it's best
to drive the Leganza less enthusiastically than you would, say, anything else on the market.
We've found the Leganza dissatisfying, though plenty of owners report that they enjoy their
cars immensely. Our specific complaints include uncomfortable seats, poor quality interior
materials, lousy stereo sound quality, a dearth of engine power, skittish transmission
performance, uninspired braking ability and sloppy steering. We also know that Daewoo, which
has filed for bankruptcy protection, is in big trouble with creditors in Korea, and is desperately
searching for another automaker to bail it out of tremendous debt. What's worse is that suitor
Ford Motor Company, after reviewing Daewoo's internal records, declined an opportunity to
purchase the company. Add to this list of woes substandard crashworthiness as proven by
offset crash tests conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, and we cannot
recommend the Leganza to anyone. Well, anyone we like. But perhaps the biggest hurdle the
Leganza faces is not Daewoo's no-haggle sales strategy, patchy dealer network, financial
trouble at home or poor crash protection, but the extremely fierce competition in the midsize
sedan segment. Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
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Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Daewoo Leganza. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Daewoo lease specials Check out Daewoo Leganza
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Questionable resale value, unproven reliability, weak engine,
financially unstable manufacturer. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Scarlet Mica and Harbor Mist Mica are the new
exterior colors. Outside rearview mirrors get a blue tint and a new audio head unit is added for
improved sound quality. Read more. Write a review See all 22 reviews. I thought it was perfect. I
recently bought the Leganza with miles on it. I could not afford a new car and my options were
limited on the used cars. I saw the Leganza and copmpared to the Cavalier or Focus Ithought it
was great. I test drove it and it felt like a luxury car. I had to have it. At about miles that is when
it started ticking, then at miles the transmission has locked up. The biggest problem now is that
Daewoo will not stand behind the warranty and I have a lifter gone on my engine and a locked
transmission. That is whay they have a built in shift lock release. Oh, and I got horrible ga
mileage. Read less. I have had this car for over 3 years and have nothing but VERY good
remarks for it. I bought it as a left over on the lot from previous year. There are also special
features like the hold and power buttons on the transmission which come in handy for passing
and merging using power and getting out of snow using the hold. It is great on gas mileage, it
still holds between 32 mpg. I have only had to fix normal things like brakes and oil changes. We
use this as our family vehicle and have taken trips with it in the past. I really appreciate the
styling and comfort with this vehicle. It may not have the most power, but it is fuel efficient, and

comfortable to drive. Plus, it has a really sleek look, so I feel more comfortable parking next to
my co-workers "nicer" cars. Love my Leganza. The unique euro styling catches plenty of
attention, the gas mileage is fantastic I choose driving it over my Rendezvous any day. Went
through a minor accident and came out amazingly well. The other car was totaled! The only
negative I've had with this car is the fact that when they stopped producing Daewoo in the U. All
in all, buy this car - it's a steal. See all 22 reviews of the Used Daewoo Leganza. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Leganza. Sign Up. Great Second Car! The cost to repair small
issue have been reasonable so far. Pros: Great price! Great Gas Saver, this little car is very
comfortable easy to handle. Fully loaded got it for a little of nothing. Cons: Parts can be a bit
hard to find at times. CarGurus has thousands of nationwide listings and the tools to find you a
great deal. Zhang Lu â€” great sound system, nice handling kick down is awesome so wide
inside and comfortable i love the inner lightings but i hate its green color from outside i hope it
was purple or white even champaigne looks good on it. The gear transition feels really smooth,
and with a 2 liter engine and HP it can be really quick on its feet, even though it is no monster.
The Drawback is that is is kinda heavy about kg. Read More. It is really a very nice car. It is
supposed the biggest and widest compared with similar rating cars. Its performance is amzing,
it has a very good quality interior and body, and it looks very nice. Not a bad car for the money.
These cars are not as bad as you might think,they might not have the quality of the bigger
names but it does everything the other cars do at a fraction of the cost and pers Have you
driven a Daewoo Leganza? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Daewoo Leganza
reviews reviews. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great price! Is this review
helpful? Yes No. Loaye writes:. Zhang Lu â€” great sound system, nice handling kick down is
awesome so wide inside and comfortable i love the inner lightings but i hate its green color
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